
Red leaf Amaranth

Harvested in the summer, the baby leaves have a milder flavor and are good to use raw in salads.
Mature leaves have a flavor similar to spinach. Use amaranth as a substitute for spinach in 
recipes. Tasty seeds can be eaten raw, sprouted, toasted, roasted, or ground into flour for baking. 
Mature leaves can be steamed or boiled in a small amount of water (the latter may be better as it 
can reduce the amount of oxalic acid they contain). Don't cook them for more than a few minutes 
or they will get too watery.

Arugula

Harvested early spring, the leaves have a Tangy, almost spicy peppery flavor. It makes for a 
wonderful salad with sophisticated taste when used raw. You can also substitute it for basil in a 
pesto recipe for a spicier version of a classic. Some people even say they prefer it this way! 
Arugula can also be cooked and eaten with pasta or on top of pizza. Greens past their prime may 
be lightly steamed with other greens such as mustard or turnip greens, or used in creamed soups.
I grow 5 different variety’s including Persian cress and watercress.

Basil

Harvested summer through fall, It is one of the most important culinary herbs of all (in Greece it's
known as the king of herbs). It is traditionally used to flavor tomatoes and eggs and is an 
essential ingredient of Italian and Thai cooking. Probably its best-known use is for making pesto. 
Great used fresh or dried! I grow 9 different variety's like sweet large leaf Italian, genovese, red 
ruby, lemon and Siam queen.

Bean

Harvested in the summer throughout fall. I grow many variety's like provider and tendergreen 
including heirlooms like dragon tongue and triumph de farcy as well as dried beans for soups and 
baking such as light red kidney and kenearly yellow eye.



Beet

Harvested late spring through summer. Most all beets have a high sugar content and earthy flavor.
Steaming or roasting them preserves their flavor; they should be cooked until they are tender. 
The beet tops (leaves) are especially good and can be cut many times while the beet root 
matures. Beets can be used to prepare soups, salads, pickled, and for side dishes. Beets 
combined with baby greens, citrus, nuts or cheeses makes a refreshing salad. Using red beets in 
risotto creates a delicious colorful dish or you can add a beet to poached apple or pears for extra 
sweetness and dramatic color. Don't forget about the leaves, as they are the most nutritious part. 
They may not be as good as chard, but they are still useful as a potherb, or a colorful minor 
addition to salads. I grow 5 different variety's like bull's blood, chioggia and red ace.

Bok Choy / Pak Choi

Harvested in summer, this delicate flavored Asian green is best known for stir-fry, braising, 
simmering in soups, and accompanying noodle and meat dishes. These greens can also be 
blanched and hung out to dry in the sun, which allows them to be stored throughout the winter.

Borage

Harvested in the summer, the young, tender leaves can be used fresh in salads or cooked like 
spinach or other braising greens. The edible blue flowers add vibrant color to salads and add a 
taste of cucumber.  The flowers can also be used as garnish for lemonade, punch, iced tea, and 
even on cakes! Blooming tops can be boiled to make an herbal tea.



Broccoli

Harvested in summer, broccoli can be steamed or sauteed and served by itself or with other 
vegetables. It should be steamed before sauteing or stir-frying. Raw broccoli is very popular when
accompanied by a dipping sauce, and is often served with other raw vegetables. Broccoli rosettes 
can be cut from the stems and then the rosette and the cut stems can be cooked separately and 
served together. Steamed broccoli with butter, or sauteed broccoli in olive oil with garlic and 
finished with a squeeze of lemon are two of the more common ways of serving broccoli, and each 
is a great base from which many variations can be made. The stalks are just as delicious as the 
flowers, so try chopping them into 1/4" pieces with your flowers. I grow 5 different variety's like 
sun king and early purple sprouting.

Cabbage

Harvested in the summer through fall, cabbage can be braised or steamed, which brings out the 
earthly sweet flavors. Raw chopped in salads or pickled cabbage in either cole slaw or sauerkraut 
creates a whole new dimension to the vegetable. Either smooth or crinkled cabbage leaves can be 
stuffed. Cabbage is a good source of nutrients and is very rich in flavor. I grow 2 variety's, super 
red 80 and tendersweet.

Carrot

Harvested in summer, carrots are so sweet and rich in flavor they can be eaten raw or steamed, 
used in soups and sauces. Eat or cook fresh carrots out of the garden with other seasonal greens 
or by themselves with a touch of fresh butter--it's the reason I garden. I grow a rainbow mix of 11
different variety's like atomic red, cosmic purple, yellowpak, sugarsnax 54, purple 68 and Spanish 
black.



Cauliflower

Harvested in summer, cauliflower can be prepared cooked or raw. Cooking includes stir-fry, 
steamed, sauteed, roasted, or baked. When prepared raw it is mostly used as an accent to salads 
or for dipping. When cooking, the heads can remain whole or can be divided into smaller sections.
Cauliflower is best when served immediately after cooking. I grow 6+ different variety's including 
cheddar (yellow) and graffiti (purple).

Celery

Harvested summer through fall. Celery is very sweet and crunchy and is a mandatory ingredient 
in most kitchens and a staple in restaurants. It can be used raw in salads, or cooked in soups and 

stews for its bouquet of flavor. It is sometimes stuffed to serve as an appetizer. 

Chamomile

Harvested in the summer through fall. The sweet-scented flowers of Chamomile are used to make 
tea which has a distinctive apple-like flavor and fragrance. Chamomile has long been used as a 
carminative, and as an anti-inflammatory, anti-ulcer remedy to protect gastric mucous 

membranes. It is also anti-spasmodic, and anti-microbial. Used as a nasal wash to treat sinusitis. 

Chard

Harvested summer through fall. Swiss Chard has a mild sweet flavor and has many delicious uses 
in the kitchen. The leaves and the stems are often separated before cooking. The leaves can be 
steamed, sauteed, added to soups, or stuffed, and is often used similarly to spinach. The stems 
can be steamed, sauteed, or roasted with a little garlic and Parmesan cheese for a nice gratin 
dish. Young chard is sweet and tender, and can be added to a salad of fresh greens.



Chives

A perennial in the garden, harvested spring through fall. Chives have a distinct but refreshing 
subtle garlic flavor commonly used as a garnish for eggs, meat, fish, potatoes and soups. The 
beautiful lavender flower heads are also edible and can be used anywhere else you'd use chives. I 
grow 3 different variety’s with very subtle but noticeably different levels of flavor.

Cilantro & Coriander

Harvested in the summer, Cilantro has a fresh taste, often seen in Mexican dishes. The leaves and
stems are used as a seasoning in a variety of foods such as salsa, sauces, soups, and as an herb 
in salads and on sandwiches. Coriander, the seed, is often used in Thai and Indian cuisine.

Collards

Harvested summer through fall. Collards have a deep, rich, earthy flavor. The dark green edible 
leaves can be prepared by sauteing or steaming. They often are served with smoked meats. 
Collards and black-eyes peas are a traditional New Year's Day dish. Collards are also great when 
prepared with bacon. I grow 3 different variety’s such as Champion, Flash and Top Bunch.

Corn

Harvested in the summer, Sweet Corn is best and tastes freshest when shucked and cleaned of 
corn silk right before cooking. Corn can be boiled, grilled or used in soups and stews. You can slice
the kernels off the cob to make dishes such as creamed corn, corn custard or use with other 
summer vegetables for a summer salsa.



Cucumber

Harvested in the summer through fall. Slicing Cucumbers are primarily used in salads or eaten on 
their own. They may also be paired with yogurt, made into tea sandwiches, used to infuse water 
or made into soup. Depending on the type of skin some cucumbers may need to be peeled. 
Cucumbers give off a lot of water so if using in a salad it's best to add dressing at the last minute.
Cucumbers make a wonderful salad all by themselves, or eaten raw. Cucumbers used for pickling 
can be prepared for storage or used immediately. When storing make sure they are cleaned well 
in preparation for pickling. Pickling cucumbers can be combined with beets, cabbage, radish, 
carrots, or celery. I grow 11 different variety's for slicing and pickling.

Cumin

The leaves can be harvested all summer long and the seeds are usually ripe and ready for 
harvesting around September. The Seeds' spicy flavor is crucial to curry and other dishes. Flavor is
especially strong when ground but loses flavor shortly after so only grind what you need when you
need it. The flavorful seeds are an important ingredient in many Indian and Mexican dishes, and 
also used in bread, cakes, for pickling and as a pepper substitute. Young leaves make a nice 
addition to salad mixes. Seeds can be roasted, toasted, or fried in oil to release their aroma.

Dill

Harvested in summer, this sweetly pungent herb is used as a seasoning either fresh or dried. The 
seeds are the most important flavoring for pickled cucumbers. Fresh dill adds a wonderful appeal 
to grilled fish, an accent to potato salad and is traditional with yogurt and cucumber. It makes for 
a perfect flavor in a dip or sauce and has also been historically used in tea for upset stomach and 
to ease flatulence and colic.



Eggplant

Harvested late summer, Eggplant has a fine creamy flesh that holds together well with a tender 
mild flavor. Eggplant can be sauteed, grilled, stuffed, baked and fried. Eggplant absorbs a lot of oil
which makes grilling or baking the preferred method of cooking. Stuffing with vegetables and or 
meat can be a meal in itself. Simple grilled summer vegetables such as eggplant, zucchini, red 
peppers dressed with a little rosemary, olive oil and balsamic is a wonderful blend of 
Mediterranean flavors. Steamed and pureed eggplant is a great tomato paste substitute (really!).

Fennel

Fennel is a perennial plant harvested from early spring through fall. Fennel has mellow anise-
flavored seeds, and licorice flavored foliage. It was one of the nine sacred curative herbs of 
medieval times. Fennel can be used raw or cooked as in braising, grilling or stewing. The unique 
flavor of fennel can be used to create an infused broth which can be used with fish or as an 
additive to other dishes. Season seafood, salads or cooked vegetables with sprigs of the feathery 
green leaves. Tea made from the aromatic leaves or sweet seeds soothes upset stomachs and 
calms the nerves.

Greens, Specialty & Asian

Harvested spring through summer, The delicate flavored Asian mixes are best known for stir-fry, 
braising, simmering in soups, and accompanying noodle and meat dishes. They can also be 
harvested when young for a truly tender flavor for salads or flashed cooked. I grow variety's like 
Komatsuna and Tatsoi.



Kale

Harvested summer through fall, kale is a versatile green leafy vegetable that can be prepared in 
soups, pastas, steamed, sauteed or made into chips. It goes well with other vegetables, is 
complimented by garlic or onions, and makes an excellent side dish to serve with fish or meat. In 
Portugal, chefs remove the mid-rib from this plant and chop the leaves for soup. Caldo Verde, a 
"hot green" soup, is the most popular way to prepare this vegetable in Portugal. I grow a few 
different variety's like Red Russian and Toscano a dinosaur kale.

Kohlrabi

Harvested late spring through fall. Kohlrabi has a mild and sweet flavor, similar to broccoli. 
Kohlrabi can be eaten peeled and sliced thin for a healthy low calorie snack, shredded and used in 
a slaw, or chopped and steamed or sauteed. I grow 4 different variety's like early white Vienna 
and purple Vienna.

Leek

Harvested late summer through fall. Leeks have a sweet and mild onion flavor. Leeks can be used 
in place of onions, they are of the same family. Make sure they are thoroughly washed and all dirt 
is removed from between the layers. Leeks are especially good when braised with other 
vegetables, fish and meats. When they are young they can be grilled or steamed to make a 
terrine. Leek and potato soup is commonly featured on menus in the winter.



Lemon Balm

Lemon Balm is a perennial harvested spring through fall. The lemony flavored leaves can be used 
for flavoring teas, ice cream, fruit or in pesto and also have medicinal qualities. Lemon Balm is 
often included in sachets and potpourris, or made into oil. It's so versatile, it can be added to: 
sandwiches, salads, soups, stews, fish, stuffing, meat or egg dishes, butters, cheeses, vegetables,
jams/jellies, sauces, marinades, dressings, herb vinegar, wine, punch, fruit cups, sorbets, ice 
cream, cakes, cookies, pies, cheesecakes, custards, crepes and tarts!

Lettuce

Harvested in the spring and summer. Lettuce mix is perfect for salads especially when other 
garden components like onions, tomatoes, celery are added. Mixes also make a great addition to 
main courses by either quickly searing or serving as a bed of green which the main course is 
served on top. Of course we shouldn’t forget the other kinds of lettuce and not just leaf lettuce. I 
grow a multitude of mixes including head, bib and romaine types I’m certain everyone will enjoy.

Marjoram

Harvested summer through fall. This versatile kitchen companion combines well with garlic, 
onions, thyme, basil, and bay leaves. It is the herb of choice for flavoring cheese and egg dishes, 
herb breads, stuffing’s, mushrooms, poultry or beans. Marjoram adds bright flavor to a wide range
of everyday cooking.

Melon

Harvested late summer. Melons are best eaten as soon as they are cut open. They can be eaten 
alone or made into a fruit freeze, sorbet, soup, and are especially delicious wrapped in prosciutto. 
I grow over 10 variety's of Melon and Cantaloupe each having a distinctive flavor color and 
texture.



Mexican Tarragon

Harvested in the summer. Mexican Tarragon or Mexican Mint as it's commonly called makes a 
proper substitute for French Tarragon with slight anise flavor. Sweet licorice flavored flowers 
brighten salads and the leaves are an excellent addition to main dishes. Absolutely splendid under
the skin of chicken. The leaves make a flavorful herb vinegar that is perfect for salads. Can be 
used for dessert dishes and is an important ingredient in Chocolate. Flowers can be candied for 
delectable dessert decorations.

Mint

Mint is a perennial harvested spring through fall. Mint depending on the plant vary in flavor from 
spearmint to menthol mint to peppermint. I grow many variety's like Banana, Orange, Apple, 
Pineapple and yes even Chocolate.

Mustard Greens

Harvested in the spring and summer. Mustard greens are versatile and can be braised, steamed, 
sauteed or made into chips. Their spicy favor goes well when cooked simply with garlic or onions. 
Mustard greens also make an excellent side dish to serve with fish or meat.

Okra

Harvested late summer through fall. Okra can be sauteed, fried, roasted, steamed, stir-fried and 
used in stews as well as canned or pickled. It contains a gelatinous substance that coats the Okra 
when cooked for extended periods of time. If you don't want this gelatinous consistency, saute or 
stir-fry the okra in hot oil quickly and the moisture will stay within the pod.



Onion

Harvested in the summer. Onions vary in flavor which is usually dependent on it's color. Red 
onions are usually mild and best used for braising, caramelizing, or grilling because of their added 
sweetness. White onions are a good substitute for yellow onions if you don't want a strong flavor. 
Yellow onions are best used for soup stock, stews, braising, and onion rings. Green onions are the 
most commonly used in salads. The green tops can also be used and chopped in a salad or used 
to garnish in place of parsley. I grow 9 different variety's.

Oregano

A perennial in the garden, oregano is harvested spring through fall. With oregano's deep bold 
flavor, use the leaves dried or fresh in chili, tomato sauce, meats, and pizza.

Parsley

Harvested summer through fall. Parsley has a fresh and clean with a slightly peppery flavor. The 
flat types aren't as commonly used as an edible garnish as the prettier curly types. It has a 
superior flavor however and can be added to just about any savory dish. It is an essential 
ingredient in many European and Western Asian cuisines. Parsley is considered one the essential 
herbs in the traditional French flavoring blend of "fines herbes." It is best to use fresh parsley, 
though it can also be dried very easily.



Peas

Harvested late spring through summer. Peas have an excellent sweet flavor, especially when 
picked early. Steam slightly to bring out the richness in flavor. Green Shell Peas, Snow Peas and 
Snap Peas are all excellent raw, steamed or stir-fried. The tender growing tips may be eaten raw 
or cooked. The flowers can be added to salads. Snap off the ends of the pea and remove the 
string along the inner spine. The entire pod can be steamed, sauteed, or eaten raw and put in 
salads. They can be eaten whole or sliced into pieces. I grow 6 different variety's like Mammoth 
Melting Sugar and Thomas Laxton.

Peppers

Harvested in the summer through fall. Sweet peppers can be eaten raw or cooked, but they are 
most rich in flavor when grilled and peeled. Sweet Pepper can be used to raw in salad or service 
with an assortment of raw vegetables. Roasted peppers go very well with garlic, basil, and olive 
oil. Hot Peppers add more to cooking than just heat, they also have an intriguing flavor all of their 
own. When working with hot peppers be sure to not touch your eyes or skin because the oil from 
the pepper can burn or irritate your skin. They can be roasted, chopped, or used raw. I grow over 
10 different variety's, hot ones like  Habanero and Red Rocket to sweet ones like California 
Wonder and Sweet Chocolate.

Pumpkin

Harvested Late summer through early fall. I grow Sweet, rich and thick-fleshed pumpkins for 
culinary use. The pumpkins I grow make extraordinary pies, as well as a number of other recipes. 
The pumpkin, as well as other winter squash, play an important role in winter cuisine. It can be 
roasted, or cooked into a risotto or soup. Pumpkin Pancakes or Pumpkin Cinnamon Rolls are other 
sweet treats you can indulge in! I test different variety's every year to see which ones make the 
best pie's but my favorite for pie making and a regular in my garden is the Small Sugar and Early 
Sweet Sugar Pie variety. Another variety I grow for the seed is the KaKai pumpkin as it holds 
masses of hulless seeds great for roasting that are loaded with natural nutty goodness. The seeds 
contain an oil that is wholesome, and touts properties promoting prostate health in men. I do 
grow a few carving pumpkins for Halloween so I won’t disappoint the kids such as the Connecticut
Field and the famous Jack-O'-Lantern.



Radicchio

Harvested in the summer. Radicchio tastes slightly bitter, crunchy. It is eaten grilled in olive oil, or 
mixed into dishes such as risotto. But is more often eaten raw in salads. I grow 2 different 
variety's, Early Treviso and Indigo.

Radish

Harvested from spring through fall. The roots are generally used raw in salads and sandwiches. 
They can also be cooked in soups or pickled. The tender young leaves can be eaten raw in salads, 
or cooked as a potherb. The immature seedpods are good in salads and can also be pickled. I 
grow 10 different variety's from very mild to very spicy.

Rhubarb

Harvested from spring through the fall. Rhubarb is an acquired taste, it is undeniably tart and 
usually requires lots of sweetener to make it palatable. It tends to be a plant you either love or 
can't understand why anyone would eat it!

Rosemary

Harvested spring through fall. Rosemary has a pine-like flavor with a delicious aroma. Use whole 
stems to flavor meats and soups or crush leaves with root vegetables, breads and many other 
culinary uses.



Rutabaga

Harvested in the summer. Rutabaga has a sweet, mild, creamy flesh. The roots are similar to 
those of the turnip (though generally considered to be superior) and can be used in the same 
ways. They are good in soups or mixed with potatoes (the two are often eaten together). Some 
people like them raw in salads or even in sandwiches.

Sage

A perennial harvested spring through fall. Sage has a rich, bold distinct flavor, great for savory 
dishes. Sage is at its best before the plant flowers. It is best used fresh, but is also good dried. 
Sage is a very versatile herb and can be used in a variety of recipes including, stuffing’s, sauces, 
meat and fish dishes, fried in pasta, or an accent for sweet desserts.

Sorrel

A perennial harvested spring through summer. Sorrel has a lemon-like flavor. Use fresh leaves 
sparingly in salads, or abundantly in soups and sauces. Great with fish! A popular green sauce is 
made with sorrel, vinegar, and sugar.

Spinach

Harvested late spring and early summer. Spinach is very flavorful and tender. Spinach can be 
eaten raw or cooked, used in soups, salads, as a side dish, creamed, in tarts and served hot or 
cold. Spinach is most tender when young. I grow 4 different variety's including Bloomsdale Long 
Standing and Red Malabar.



Squash, Summer

Harvested summer through fall. Delicious fried or baked. Best taste when picked young. Summer 
squash can be sauteed, steamed, roasted, grilled, used in stews, stuffed and made into soup. The 
fruits can be eaten when small for sweeter flavor. Squash blossoms are also a treat when stuffed 
with cheese and fried!

Squash, Winter

Harvested late summer through early fall. Winter Squash has a sweet, dense flesh with a dry 
texture that is perfect for soups and for baking. The squash should be cut in half to remove the 
seeds.  The yellow flesh of these tends to be very moist and longer cooking times in the oven are 
needed. They are generally peeled and boiled, cut up and roasted, or cut small and steamed or 
sautéed. It's perfect for pies. Most people cannot tell whether pumpkin or squash is used in a pie. 
Many cooks actually prefer winter squash to pumpkin because it makes a non-fibrous and often 
better tasting pie. I grow Boston Marrow and Waltham Butternut.

Thyme

A perennial harvested spring through fall. Thyme has a rich and deep flavor widely used in 
cooking. Fresh or dried, the herb is a basic ingredient in many dishes from around the 
Mediterranean region, and is especially compatible with lamb, tomatoes and eggs. You can also 
use it to flavor stews, soups, sauces, meat, fish, vegetables, salads, or flavoring for vinegar.



Tomatillo

Harvested late summer through early fall. They are the main ingredient in salsa verde and other Mexican 
dishes. The sweet variety's can be used to make pie's and jams. Use green for tarter flavor. Use yellow or 
purple for a sweeter fruitier flavor. I grow 4 different variety's including Aunt Molly's Ground Cherry and the 
Pineapple Tomatillo and yes, it tastes just like pineapple. 

Tomato

Harvested in the summer through early fall. Tomato's come in a variety of colors It is the ultimate sweetness 
and flavor of summer. Use in salads or sliced alone with onion, olive oil and fresh herbs it can be a meal all 
by itself. They can also be slow roasted and grilled. I grow many different variety's. (Tomato is my favorite 
summer fruit). I grow the huge brandywines and beafsteaks that go great on burgers to the tiny grape and 
cherry variety's which are excellent for salads. Many of my tomatoes are heirloom's passed down for many 
generations since the early 1700-1800's.

Turnip

Harvested late spring through early summer. Small tender turnips can be eaten with the skin while larger 
turnips require peeling. Turnips can be roasted, steamed, used in soups, stews or pureed. In the South, 
turnips are often cooked with their greens. Turnips go well with other root vegetables such as carrots, celery 
root and parsnips.

Watermelon

Harvested late summer through early fall. Watermelon is best eaten fresh all by itself, however it can also be 
used in, salads, drinks, soup, sorbets, and Granita. The fresh flavor and water content make it perfect for 
experimenting in the summer heat. It pairs well with arugula and goat cheese for a crunchy summer salad. 
You can also freeze flesh in a honey-based syrup. The rind can be pickled.


